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Abstract: In this  paper, an overview of modeling work e mp loyed tilted Bragg grating filter in glass

waveguide for a novel demultiplexer des ign is  presented. The des ign is  focused to operate in the firs t

window wavelength band but extens ion to other windows is  poss ible by modifying the grating period.

Inves tigations  are carried out to show the dependences  of power reflection on the Bragg s tructural

parameter (tilt a n g le ). By utilizing IFO_Grating software applying coupled-mode theory, the results

indicated that t h e  p ro p a g ating power is  reflected s ignificantly if the tilt angle is  less  than 10  ando

shows no reflectance above this  angle. Further numerical s imulation with BPM tech n iq u e  u s in g

BPM_CAD, demons trated that a subs ta n t ia l a mount of power can be deflected from the main

waveguide by blazed Bragg grating s tructure. More than s ix wavelengths  us ing channel spacing above

100 nm can be separated  wh e n  u t ilizing the model with over 88% of reflected output power. W ith

th e  limit a t io n  o f the BPM method, the tilt angle of more than 45  is  cons idered. From this  s tudy, ano

intuitive unders tanding of the spectral behaviors  of the tilted fiber grating and an aid to des igning and

optimizing the devices  for demultiplexer application is  obtained.
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INTRODUCTION

Fiber grating has  already shown their amazing application by intro d u c in g  filter, selective device and add-

drop device development (Grubsky, V., et al., 2000). The phys ic a l p a ra me t e r o f grating will be the controlled

parameter of fiber based grating but material’s  parameters  such as  the index of core & cla d d in g has  limited

their extens ion s tudy. This  can be compensation by developed the grating on the planar based waveguide. Both

parameters  of phys ical grating and material will determine the performance of grating and able to be controlled.

W aveguide gratin g  is  a periodic variation in the refractive index of the core as  measured along its  axis . For

an input wavelength equal to one-half of the repetition period Ë, the waves  reflected at each periodic refractive

index change will add up in phase. The grating  a c t s  a s  a  reflector as  all the reflected beams  add up in phase

with each other. The reflection phenomenon occurs  when the reflected wavelength obeys  Bra g g ’s  law, s tated

as  (Andreas , O., K. Kyriacos i, 1999)(Grubsky, V.,et al., 2000)

Ë = ë/2  (1)

where ë is  the reflected wavelength in the waveguide core and is  con s id e re d  a s  the s tronges t reflection.

W e may say that the grating is  resonant at the wavelength, wh ic h  s a t is fie s  Bragg’s  law (Joseph, C.P. 1998).

T h e  waveguide technology is  chosen because the development of optical devices  based on the thin film h a s

many advantages : ruggedness , small s ize, high production, and potentially low cos t . It also has  potential to

integrate the optical devices  on the same subs trate to cons truct integrated optical circuit. 

Bragg gratings  in s ingle mode waveguides  typically couple a  fo rward core-guided mode to back reflected

modes  in the core and the cladding. In at leas t some cases , it is  des irable to control the relat iv e  s t re n g t hs  of

these couplings  to achieve a des ired function. For in s tance, the coupling to backward-propagating cladding
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modes  in s ing le mode fibers  may be used in loss  filters . This  typically requires  that the undes irable core mode

reflection be minimized in comparison to the cladding mode coupling. The mode coupling s trengths  of gratings

generally depend on the waveguide photosens itivity pro file  a nd the electric field of a given mode, both of

which are largely fixed at the time of grating formation (Gru b s ky , V., S . Dmitry, ). A grating parameter, which

can be changed to alter the relative s trength of the mode couplings , is  t h e  t ilt  of the grating with respects  to

the waveguide axis . However, in prior art waveguides  the degree of control that is  achievable  by means  of the

g ra t in g tilt is  quite limited. For ins tance, in prior art s ingle mode waveguides , the angular range of t h e  t ilt

angle è  over which  a  g iv e n  mo d e  c oupling subs tantially is  zero (defined herein as  less  than -30 dB) is  quite

limited, typically  0.1°  o r le s s . Such gratings  are difficult to manufacture. Tilted gratings  in optical fiber are

01known which discloses  tilted refractive index gra t in g s  fo r coupling light in a fundamental mode (e.g., LP )

11into a higher order mode (e.g., LP ). Such grating can be applied for variety of uses , e.g., as  a wavelength-

dependent loss  element with abrupt wavelength dependence. Thus , there exis ts  a need fo r a  t ilted waveguide

grating in a s ingle mode waveguide that can provide a broader tilt angle range of subs tantia lly  ze ro  coupling

in t o  t h e  b a ckwards  core mode. This  application discloses  such a tilted waveguide grating. Furthermore, prior

art t ilt e d  Bragg gratings  typically have relatively low cladding loss  (typically subs tantially less  than 20 dB)

as  well as  relatively low bandwidth (typically subs tantially less  than 20 nm). However, there is  a need for tilted

Bragg gratings  in s ingle mode optical waveguides  that not only are readily ma n u fa c t u red but also have

relatively large cladding loss  (e.g., >20 dB) and rela t iv ely large bandwidth (e.g., >20 nm). Such gratings  can

advantageous ly be used in Er-doped fiber amplifiers  to reject undes ired ASE (amplified spontaneous  emiss ion).

Previous ly, several researches were done by Meltz and Morey to separate the wavelengths  and modes  by

u s in g  t h e  tilted grating on the fiber based. Meltz and Morey have achieved out coupling with efficiencies  as

high as  21 % at 488 nm and 514.5 nm wavelength (And reas , O., K. Kyriacos i, 1999)(Marin, E., R. Ghosh,

1999)(Toru, M, V. Tzvetanka, 2000). This  paper is  aimed to s tudy the characteris tics  of the tilted waveguide

grat in g  des ign by analyzed numerically us ing beam propagation s imulation. Simple application of a

demultiplexer us ing the des igned grating has  been proposed. 

Theoretical Consideration:

Tilting (or b la zing) the Bragg grating planes  at an angle to the waveguide axis  (Figure 1), will result in

light core being coup le d  in to loosely bound, guided-cladding or we call as  radiation modes . The tilt of the

grating planes  and s trength of the in d e x mo dulation determines  the coupling efficiency and bandwidth of the

ligth that is  tapped o ut. The criterion to satis fy the Bragg condition of a blazed grating is  s imilar to that of

the common fiber Bragg reflector. Figure 2 illus trates  the v e c t o r d ia g ra m of the Bragg condition (energy and

momentum conservation) for the blazed grating. Here, the wavevector of the g ra t in g  K is  incident at an angle

b i sq  with respect to the waveguide axis . The magnitudes  of the incident, v ,and scattered v , wa v e v e c t o r mus t

i s bbe equal to (v = |v |=|v |). Simple trigonometry shows that the scattered wavevector mus t be a t  a n g le  2q  with

respect to the waveguide axis . App ly in g  t h e  law of cos ines  to the momentum diagram gives  (Andreas , O., K.

Kyriacos i, 1999)

Fig. 1: Tilting (or blazing) the Bragg grating planes  at angles  to the waveguide axis .

i s i s b|v | + |v | - 2|v ||v |cos  (p-2q )= |K|   (2)2 2 2

bwhich reduces  to cos(q ) = |K|/2v and shows that the scattering angle is  res tricted by the Bragg wavelength 

and the effective refractive in d e x. It  is  clear from (2) that for blazed grating not only different wavelengths

emerging at different angles , but different modes  of the same wavelength also emerg e d  a t  s lightly different

angles  due to their different propagation cons tants  (Andreas , O., K. Kyriacos i, 1999).
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Fig. 2: The Vector diagram of Bragg condition (energy and momentum conservation) for blazed grating.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Design Consideration:

The des ign parameters  of the grating for the Bragg filter were done us ing IFO_ Grating commercial

software packages  from Optiwave Inc. Product, which is  b a s e d  o n  c o uple mode theory. The des ign of Bragg

grating filter involves  adjus tments  of the grating s h a p e , length, apodization, index modulation, and chirp,

according to the fiber diameter and refractive index. Once su ch a device setup is  complete, the program will

perform s imulation and generated specifications  of the grating and its  performance . The output parameter is

then exported to beam propagatio n  me t h o d  (BPM) software called BPM_CAD for further analyze the Bragg

filter’s  performance us ing different algorithm (Martin, M., 2000). Figure 3 shows the new des ign of waveguide-

based demultiplexer us ing t ilted grating. The reflected wavelength of interes t is  captured by both s ide of

waveguide known as  Capturer. Figure 4 shows the detailed des ign of the tilted Bragg grating filter on glass

subs trate and its  specifications .

Fig. 3: New des ign of waveguide based demultiplexer us ing tilted grating.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

IFO-Grating Software:

The relation between the reflected power and tilt angle of t h e  g rating s tructure is  shown in Figure 5. The

s imulation results  reveal t h at the angle of tilt in a tilted Bragg grating has  an effect on the reflected power.

From the figure, it is  apparent that the re flected power is  s ignificant at tilt angle less  than 10 . Beyond thiso

angle, the couple-mode theory used by the software does  not show any reflection of power. 

BPM_CAD Software:

Simulation results  for tilted Bragg grating us ing beam propagation method (BPM) is  e xhibited in Figure

6. It shows  that there is  a fraction of power being deflected to both s ide of the cladding area as  a phenomenon

called radiation mode or cladd in g -c oupling loss . A cross  section of power dis tribution at a particular dis tance

is  shown in Figure 7. The wavelength was  fixed at 720 nm.
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Fig. 4: Detailed des ign of the tilted Bragg grating filter on the subs trate and its  specifications

Fig. 5: The Power output versus  tilts  angle of the grating 

Figure 8 shows the loss  power versus  the center wavelength of Bragg grating that reflected to the cladding

area. It was  found through BPM _ CAD s imulation that there are ten wavelengths  can be deflected at more than

80% of the total power. They are 500 nm, 600 nm, 710 nm, 720 nm, 850 nm, 1030 nm, 1040 nm, 1080 nm,

1090 nm and 1400 nm. Lamd a  1400 nm will be the prove of the des ign also applicable for third window

o perating wavelengths . These wavelengths  obey the Bragg’s  law at period Ë = 0.3154. Each wave le n g t h  will

be partly deflected at different s ide and pos ition along the grating wave g u id e . T h e refore, it is  proved that

certain number of wavelengths  can be separated from the guiding area.
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Fig. 6: Simu la tion of tilted Bragg grating showing the deflection of power on both s ides  of cladding at ë=

720 nm.

Fig. 7: The power dis tribution of both s ides  cladding area at a particular cross -section  o f s imu la t ion in Fig.6

Fig. 8: The loss  power versus  the p e a k wa v e lengths . The peak wavelength is  the Bragg wavelength, which

is  reflected to the cladding area. (P=0.3154)
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Tilted Gratings as Demultiplexer:

Using the same s tructure, the tilted Bragg gra t in g  a ls o  c a n deflect wavelengths  at 1330 nm and 1340 nm

but at lower splitting power. These wavelengt h s  will exit the waveguide at the oppos ite s ide. By placing other

waveguides  at both s ides  of the main grating waveguide, the deflected  p o we r c a n  be collected. The diverted

power through the grating s tructure at ë=1330 nm, collected by the bottom waveguide is  s h own in s imulation

result of Figure 9. Meanwhile, at ë=1340 nm the power is  collected by the top waveguide. This  is  a n  e xa mp le

of s imp le  waveguide grating wavelength demultiplexer. Figure 8 has  verified the des ign of the demultiplexer

by us ing t ilt e d  Bra g g  grating Filter. The waveguide located at the cladding area function as  a light collector.

Figure 10 illus trates  the power dis tribution in t hree waveguides  while Table 1 shows the wavelength and

measured output power.

Fig. 9: BPM_CAD s imulation of tilted Bragg grating demultiplexer at ë=1330 n m. It  s hows  the power being

collected by one s ide of waveguide.

Fig. 10: The Power dis tribution in three waveguides  at a particular dis tance of the s imulation in Fig 8

Conclusion:

W e have shown  a  s imp le  d es ign of wavelength demultiplexer us ing the deflection of power from a tilted

Bragg grating in a glass  waveguide. This  device can poss ibly be used in integrated  o p t ic  c irc u its . Although

we anticipate high cross talk level, but with some des ign refinement, a better qua lit y  d e v ic e  may be obtained.

A s imilar type of device is  being des igned for InGaAs subs trate to be used as  the wavelength separator, which

then can be detected by an array at lateral pin photodiodes  fabricated on the same subs trate. The development

of Bragg grating on the subs trate ca n  b e  fabricated by us ing two methods ; exposure to the UV light (ë = 244

nm) for inscribing and depos ition technique by us ing PECVD which used  t h e  lithography mask for inscribing

the grating on the waveguide (Grubsky, V., e t  a l . , 2000). Finally, bes ides  being a filter and gain flattening,

we  h ave demons trated other potential applications  of waveguide Bragg grating. By optimizing and modify in g

the devices  associated with tilted Bragg gratings , a demultiplexer and OADM can be des igned.
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Table 1: T he Reflected wavelength and measured output power

W avelength P loss (%) (100-Poutput) W avelength P loss (%) (100-Poutput)

400 28.14307 760 17.80426

410 11.652 770 11.3017

420 26.65114 780 9.02088

430 23.87361 790 14.54521

440 51.92938 800 52.93644

450 36.98875 810 10.95541

460 41.02092 820 10.72651

470 30.3957 830 10.59062

480 38.54697 840 47.89818

490 14.85367 850 88.44316

500 92.59479 860 38.19066

510 38.91148 870 25.88499

520 27.01383 880 7.93438

530 21.99214 890 22.20949

540 45.41349 900 28.04717

550 26.26338 910 22.74976

560 57.95453 920 26.00899

570 23.05726 930 10.99639

580 23.63431 940 9.35861

590 10.79383 950 10.28464

600 86.73714 960 9.82739

610 13.3815 970 20.21391

620 1.355643 980 16.00077

630 19.75296 990 12.60402

640 52.25028 1000 22.04725

650 14.56156 1010 25.36488

660 19.75817 1020 53.20139

670 10.84188 1030 91.259787

680 46.16176 1040 99.5768008

690 50.29032 1050 60.47108

700 26.39384 1060 32.63982

710 79.1387 1070 29.35951

720 99.92006819 1080 91.297982

730 42.85514 1090 78.65635

740 14.80013 1098.2 40.98562

750 16.15351 1100 36.23738
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